MARGARET KOSKINEN (ed.):  
Ingmar Bergman Revisited: Performance, Cinema and the Arts  

Since the death of Ingmar Bergman at the age of eighty-nine in August 2007, a number of books on this major film artist have appeared or reappeared. English-language translations of Bergman’s autobiographical works from the late 1980s, The Magic Lantern and Images, have both been re-issued, after being long out of print. The University of Mississippi has at last added Bergman to their burgeoning director interviews series. And of course there is the mammoth 600-page Taschen tome, The Ingmar Bergman Archives, with its encyclopedic breadth, coffee table-size girth, and $200 list price. As a collection of new scholarly essays, however, Ingmar Bergman Revisited is certainly one of the most significant contributions to Bergman studies in a long while. Emerging from the first international ‘Ingmar Bergman Symposium’ in 2005, these essays collectively take an interartistic and intermedial approach to the protean range of Bergman’s working life. Bergman wrote and directed some fifty films, staged about 130 plays, and creatively worked in television, radio, music, opera, and literature. As the essays progressively argue, his creative process in any one medium was constantly informed and inspired by his work in the others.

The volume opens with a prologue by Liv Ullmann, whose text here is the affectionate opening address she gave at the 2005 symposium, discussing her long professional and personal relationship with Bergman. Thereafter the anthology is divided into three main sections, all structured around “intermediality” as an organizing principle. It is an ambitious approach, one aimed at exploring a more fully inclusive “interart” Bergman oeuvre. The first section, “Music, Stage, Film – Between the Arts”, inaugurates this overarching intermedial approach through editor Margaret Koskinen’s article “Out of the Past: Saraband and the Ingmar Bergman Archive”. Here she traces the correspondence of music, television, theatre, and still photography in Bergman’s work back to his unpublished diaries and manuscripts in the Bergman archive. Next, Ulla-Britta Lagerroth argues that Bergman not only theatricalises his films but cinematises and pictorialises his theatrical productions. As evidence, she discusses four of Bergman’s Shakespeare productions at the Royal Dramatic Theatre in Stockholm. Stefan Johansson meanwhile takes a personal, anecdotal look at Bergman’s early passion for opera, dating back to his teenage Wagnerian phase and his unpaid internship during the 1941-42 season at the Royal Opera in Stockholm. Lastly, Marilyn Johns Blackwell explores a rich dialectic between Bergman’s stage and screen work through the privileged, ritualized and often sexualized spaces of platforms and beds.
The anthology’s second section, “Picturing the Self – Between Words and Images”, focuses on issues such as authorship, self-fashioning and selfhood, while also making interdisciplinary links to philosophy, psychology, and neuroscience. In “Analysing Self-Fashioning in Authoring and Reception”, Janet Staiger examines the artist’s own sly agency in crafting and perpetuating the author function and brand known as “Bergman”. In making this neo-auteurist case, she mines Bergman’s autobiographical works, particularly *Laterna Magica*, as well as revealing interviews such as James Baldwin’s 1959 *Esquire* magazine piece. Linda Haverty Rugg then examines still photography in Bergman’s work, while relating Bergman’s self-projections in film to recent ideas by scholars working at the intersection of philosophy and neuroscience. She compellingly reads Bergman’s most modernist, experimental film *Persona* within interlinked concepts such as aphasia, disassociation, performance, and spectatorship. Finally, Paisley Livingston (author of *Ingmar Bergman and the Rituals of Art*) reads Bergman through Eino Kaila’s *Psychology of the Personality* from the 1930s and speculates on the Finnish philosopher’s possible influences on the young Bergman.

The third section, “Picturing the World – And Beyond”, moves into more social-political terrain. John Orr writes on “Bergman, Nietzsche and Hollywood.” The passages that pay particular attention to the influence of classical Hollywood comedy (especially the “comedy of remarriage”) in Bergman’s work are the essay’s most cohesive and successful. Among the strongest entries in the anthology is Thomas Elsaesser’s critical recovery of *The Serpent’s Egg*, the English-language film that Bergman made in exile in Bavaria in 1976 and set in 1920s Weimar Berlin. Focussing on a film that has often been treated as a failed, anomalous, strange orphan in the Bergman canon, Elsaesser locates its rich cinematic intertext within a “retro-fashion” genre of historical films made in the 1970s by European directors such as Visconti, Bertolucci, Truffaut, Malle, Pasolini, Fassbinder, and Schlöndorff (and even in dialogue with Bob Fosse’s *Cabaret*). Erik Hedling’s article “The Welfare State Depicted: Post-Utopian Landscapes in Ingmar Bergman’s Films” addresses a heretofore neglected approach, Bergman’s films as a social critique of Sweden’s affluent welfare society. Lastly, Astrid Söderbergh Widding works against the grain of much Swedish scholarship on Bergman’s religious motifs, which she argues have focused either positively or negatively on their literal character as opposed to their aesthetic or creative dimensions.

In the anthology’s epilogue, the doyenne of Bergman scholars, Birgitta Steene, provides an elegant overview of this volume’s interart approaches as well as a meditative, historical analysis of the development of Bergman reception and academic studies. (She cites that there are to date some fifty book-length studies of Bergman, as well as more than thirty dissertations).
Both Steene’s afterward and Koskinen’s introduction also begin to wrestle with the thorny question of why Bergman’s international reputation and pantheon position in the international cinema canon have fallen so steeply after his great heyday in the art house cinema boom of the 1960s and 1970s. Even in the wake of his death, cineastes like Jonathan Rosenbaum have not been shy about attacking Bergman as overrated, a middle-brow entertainer whose works are both too literary and too theatrical when compared to more cinematically-engaged masters like Hitchcock, Welles, Godard, Bresson, and even fellow Scandinavian Carl Dreyer. Shifts in canon-shaping tastes and film aesthetics have temporarily left Bergman’s stock at a relatively low ebb, especially in the light of his titanic status as possibly the world’s greatest filmmaker only a generation ago. The pendulum will no doubt swing back in Bergman’s favor. In the meantime, scholarly works such as Ingmar Bergman Revisited: Performance, Cinema and the Arts do a superb job of validating Bergman’s intermedial strengths across the arts as a key source of the creative dynamism of his films — a triumphant virtue rather than a fatal “anti-cinematic” failing.
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ANNOFSI ANDERSDOTTER:
Det mörka våldet. Spåren av en subjektsprocess i Kerstin Ekmans författarskap

CECILIA LINDHÉ:
Visuella vändningar. Bild och estetik i Kerstin Ekmans romankonst

The scholarship on acclaimed author Kerstin Ekman, who has published more than 20 novels and other works in Sweden, of which nine have been translated into English and many into other languages as well, has been a long time in coming. The two dissertations reviewed in this article add to only two previous book-length studies: Den kvinnliga hemligheten. En studie i Kerstin Ekmans berättarkonst (1992) by Maria Schottenius and Kampen om högt och lågt. Studier i den sena nittonhundratalsromanens förhållande till masskulturen och moderniteten (2002) by Magnus Persson. Schottenius provides a gender-centered analysis of Ekman’s so-called Katrineholm series (1974-1983), focusing on the last book in the tetralogy, En stad av ljus.